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THE PERFECT RING
ON A BUDGET
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THE 411 ABOUT
ALTERNATIVE METALS

Affordable engagement rings and
how you can have it all on a budget! 

Waterford isn't just for your mother!
New looks that are timeless and

collectable. 

Titanium, Serneium, and
Tungsten...what you should know. 

http://www.pollocksjewelers.com/


    Most girls have been thinking
about their wedding their entire
life. However, the engagement
ring is an entirely different
fantasy. Celebrities set the bar a
little high with three and four
carat diamond rings and unlimited
budgets. Let's be real though, this
is not something most can afford.
Honestly, in the 17 years that I
have been a jeweler, the largest
and most expensive ring I have
ever sold was 70k dollars.
According to Forbes Magazine, the
average cost of an engagement
ring in the United States is FIVE-
THOUSAND-DOLLARS! While that
is great and can buy a beautiful
ring that is far too much for most
people to spend.  
 

Let me give you some ideas on
how to buy on a budget. When
shopping for a ring be honest
about budget with your soon to be
fiancé and the salesperson who is
helping you. As a salesperson, my
goal is to HELP you. It is not soley
to sell you something. If your
budget is one thousand dollars, I
do not want to show a ten
thousand dollar ring that your
fiancé is going to fall in love with.
If this happens disappointment is
sure to follow with every other
ring I show in your budget.
Realistic expectations and a
conversation about budget is the
key to a wonderful and magical
shopping experience. 
 
        
   

Set your budget!

Decide what is important

to you and yours! Size or

quality. 

Look at different colors

and clarities.

Look at NON Branded

diamonds. 

 Consider gemstone

center stones.

Ask your jeweler about

financing options.

Be HONEST about your

budget. 

Tips when buying an

Engagement ring 
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https://www.pollocksjewelers.com/designers/fana/catalog/?page=3&type=engagement-ring
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   Speaking from experience, it never occurred to
me to register for crystal. I was twenty one years
old when I was married and all I knew I needed was
pots and pans; never mind that I was and still am a
complete disappointment in the kitchen! However,
as I have gotten older I love to entertain. I love to
set a beautiful table with chargers, crystal, and
matching flatware. The weight of drinking from a
crystal glass seems to make the crisp taste of
water -even more refreshing. A set table with
crystal glasses and proper servingware makes even
my lack luster food, just a little more enjoyable. The
sophistication and tone that is set when I serve my
family dinner...even if it is takeout on crystal takes
our family dinners from rushed, to one that involves
my family from going around the table one by one
and discussing the days events. Replacing our
phones with the ambiance of crystal is something
we should all try. Its magical and for some crazy
reason, it brings back the respect that dinner
deserves.   

Did you know that Pollock's Jewelers has a wedding
registry? For decades Pollock's Jewelers has
served brides and their families. I want to express
how important I believe it is to allow someone to
buy you something extrodinary! You will remember
the aunt who purchased the Lismore bowl when
you look at it. You will have those crystal salt and
pepper shakers your entire lifetime. The vase you
were gifted will be perfect for the flowers you
received for the birth of your child, the anniversary
roses you received, and even perfect for the
beautiful tulips that your precious child picked from
your flower bed...after he had been told to stay out
of the flower beds! 
Register for the crystal! People want to buy you
something other than a vaccum or towels. Don't be
afraid that the items are too expensive. If you don't
receive them, its no big deal. Give people the
chance to buy you something that you will have
forever. LET THEM BUY YOU CRYSTAL! 
  

WATERFORD LOVE

LET THEM EAT CAKE....and BUY YOU CRYSTAL!

 

https://www.pollocksjewelers.com/bridal-registry/
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RINGS AND
REASON

Your forever ring....or is it? 

The wedding band is the ultimate symbol of faith and
matrimony. Picking something that you are going to wear

every single day for the rest of your life can be a little
confusing. Tungsten, Titanium, Selenium, Stainless, Gold,

Platinum. WOW! Did I ovewhelm you? Honestly, its
overwhelming even for the professional jewelery sales reps. I

want to help people understand what they are buying.
 

Alternative Metals
Alternative metals such as tungsten, titanium, and serenium
are very hard metals. They do not bend though, tungsten can
shatter. If you are a laborer or someone who works with their

hands please consider this, if you ring gets caught on
something, your ring will not bend. You are likely to suffer an
injury before the ring would break. Also, none of these rings

can ever be sized or refurbished. Take this into consideration
when purchasing. 

 
Gold and Platinum

While these metals are more expensive than the alternative
metals....these traditional metals have a lot going for them.
They are flexible, refurbishable (did I invent a new word :)),

sizeable, and likely the only ring you will ever need to buy. It's
obvious that I am a little biased while writing this. However, I

have seen people upset that they cannot have their ring
resized, I have seen finger injuries, and have seen people need
to purchase multiple rings over the years. Consider gold.....they
patterns, looks of the metals, and the styles are endless.       
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    In French, Belle Étoile means beautiful star.  That is
why a delightful radiance permeates throughout all their

creations.  Designed to reflect the latest European 
fashion trends, Belle Etoile's dazzling selection of

exquisite jewelry enhances the lifestyle of the modern
woman.  Belle Étoile adheres to the philosophy of

combining natural beauty and grace with the marriage
of high-quality craftsmanship and outstanding designs to
give you the fun, beauty, and excellence that you expect
from Belle Étoile. We at Pollock's Jewelers know that

you will love Belle Etoile as much as we do! 
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Pollock's Jewelers

Best Selling Bridal Collection
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